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Abstract. This note contains a prove of the expression for the efficient emission 
with fuzzy nonsymmetric distributions in the paper (Nahorski & Horabik, 2009) 
nncl is an appendix to this paper. lt includes some technicaJ derivations, which plA.Ce 
outside the main paper acoording to the rules of the Climate Policy editors. 
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1. Derivation of the expression for the efficient emlssion 
with fuzzy nonsymmetric distrlbutions 

F\·om equation {27) of the paper (Nahorski & Horabik, 2009) repeated 
below for convenience 

the compliance condition of the buying party, after sirnple rnanipula
tion, is 

I+ uB I 
i:B +duB - [((&B)l+-rt„s +(&B)-r'tcs iB 'Ybc )a] >h:,!i < (I-óB)xB 

C be be be bel+"(~ - /, 

After buying E emission units frorn the selling party, the compliance 
condition becornes 
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In approximations used in the sequel the following approximate equa
tion will be applied 

{1+4 s:a 1 +Ęz (3) 

which can be easily obtained from the first order Taylor series expansion 
of the left hand side. Good approximations are obtained for lzl << 1. 

Let us consider the expression in the square brackets in equation 
(2). Applying (3) we get 

and similarly 

p;S R•S P;S,rfS 
Let us notice that ~=~.As we can expect that the emission 

ubc :Z:eubc 

sold will be much smaller than that emitted by the selling party, then f: < < 1, and therefore approximation should be good. Thus, dropping 

the expressions with the squares of Jt. we can transform the expression 
in the square brackets in (2) to "'c 

d/B 1 + uB 
(duB)l+r:/{l be _1kL) be +--;fu§ 1 rn+ 

be + 'Ybc 

8 dlB -yuB RIS 1 
+{1 +-ruB)Es Es(dl.'B)"';'., (1 + __k._be_ + _c ) 

be c be d't! 1 + -r',! R~S 1 + -r/! 

and then to 
B d/B 1 +-r,uB (dl.'B)1+,;:, {l + be __ be_)x 

be ~ 1+-yf~ 

1+~ •••~g +~ I 
x(l+(l+-r,uB)ESRuS doc 1+,•c d~ ~) 

be c B dl.J!I !+y•B 
cl'tc {l + ~ 1+rl?) 

Now, raising above to the power l+l .s and using (3) we get 
'be 
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d18 ,..;B d15 ~ 
~ (1 + be ) l+ be (1 + -"-) l+>oe df! d-:ts 

and similarly the last term 

lB uB ..,uB lB "1"
8 

( 1 + dbc 1 + 'Ybc )- t+~}es ~ (1 + :!k)- ,:;!!' 
d",! 1 + Yb~ dl;! 

Finally, the expression in the brackets in (2) approximately equals to 

dlB 1 uB 1 dlS 1 
&B(l + be +')'1,c )'+'~es + f;;SRuS(1 +-"-) i+,L~ 

be df! I+ ')'t~ C d-:tS 

dlB dts 
Quality of approximations above depend on the ratios ;je'Jr and P· 

6c e 

When they are small, the approximation is good. When they are close to 
1, the approximation should be worse. The finał formula (5) is, however, 

also true for i = 1, as can be seen from an independent derivation of 
(??). This may suggest that actually the formula (5) might be perhaps 
derived without using approximation (3), at least in the finał part of 
the derivation. 

Tlms, condition (2) can be approximately written as 

(4) 
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Comparing ( 4) with (1) we find the difference 

d'_S t 

E.11 = Es { 1 - {1 - Es R~s [ ( 1 + d~s )a] i+,!~ }R~} (5) 
C 

which is exactly equation (29) of the paper ((Nahorski & Horabik, 
2009)). 
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